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JUNGFRAU RAILWAY PRIVATE CANCELLATIONS

Further to Derrick's article on the development of the railway to the summit (almost) of the Jungfrau (ref. 
HPS Newsletter June 2010 Pages 43 - 45). He has produced a comprehensive, illustrated schedule of 
all the cancellations and cachets he has found relating to the Jungfrau. Some examples from the various 
stations are shown below. A copy of the document is available for reference in the Society's Library. 
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MAIL BY RAIL   PART 2                                                                                                     FRED HOADLEY

TPO Cancels (continued)

TPO cancels of the first period are generally found on the reverse of covers, where one or more was 
applied as a transit mark, thus providing evidence of the route covered. Less common are examples of 
use as a despatch (acceptance) mark, where the cancel was applied to the front of the item. Sifting 
through dealers' boxes for covers of this period is often a lengthy task but can be very rewarding!

Illustration left above – 1866 folded printed circular from Basel to Langnau, franked 2c. and carried on 
the Basel-Olten section of the Swiss Central Bahn. TPO : BASEL-OLTEN, type 83D/3, in use from 1866 
to 1867.

Illustrations right above – 1865 letter : Netstal (GL) to Geneva with NETTSTAL despatch cds and 'fco' 
(franco). Markings on the reverse SARGANS-ZÜRICH TPO of the United Swiss Railway, ZÜRICH transit 
SION-GENÈVE TPO and GENÈVE arrival cds.

Occasionally cancels are found with either the date or train number missing. Some examples are shown 
below :

Left – 83D/16 Pontarlier-Bern (train number missing).
Centre – 83D/12 Neuchâtel-Pontarlier (3-digit train number 273 or 278 missing).
Right – 83D/28 Zürich-Romanshorn (2-digit year missing).

Ambulant Circulaire

From 1863, a number of TPOs were designated 'Ambulant Circulaire', operating circular routes from the 
major cities, for example in 1863 No.1 worked the route Bern-Herzogenbuchsee-Neuchâtel-Lausanne-
Bern, and No.2 the route Freiburg-Lausanne-Neuchâtel-Olten-Freiburg. However, by the following year, 
the routes had increased to four : 

No. 1 Bern-Biel-Lausanne-Bern 

No. 2 Genève-Lausanne-Biel-Bern-Genève 

No. 3 Lausanne-Villeneuve-Genève-Vevey-Lausanne 

No. 4 Bern-Lausanne-Olten-Bern 

ANNUAL SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE. 
A reminder is enclosed with this Newsletter. Prompt payment would greatly assist your 

Treasurer and help to ensure that the Society's finances remain in a healthy state. Thankyou all.
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The types of cancellations used during the period 1863-1869 are shown below :

Group 74

Single-ring cancel, 

Inscription: 
AMBULANT CIRCULAIRE

Route number and Swiss cross at base.

Group 75A

Double-ring cancel, 

Inscription: 
AMBULANT CIRCULAIRE

Route number at base

Group 75B
 

Double-ring cancel, dotted outer ring. 

Inscription: 
AMB. – CIRCUL.

Route number and Swiss cross at base.

Group 76A

Double-ring cancel, closed bridge. 

Inscription: 
AMBULANT CIRCULAIRE 
No.1

Large Swiss cross at base.

The illustration below shows a 1864 letter from the Federal Bank in Bern to Romont (FR) with Bern 
despatch cds, and, on reverse, TPO cancel AMBULANT CIRCULAIRE No. 2. During 1864 this circular 
route operated Genève-Lausanne-Biel-Bern-Genève.

TPO Cancellations – Second Period (from 1870)

Some of the early cancellations from the First Period remained in use until 1889. However, by 1870 a 
new type  of  canceller  had  been  introduced,  gradually  replacing  those  of  the  first  period.  The  new 
canceller simply bore the inscription “AMBULANT” or “BAHNPOST”, together with a route number. See 
the sample illustrations on the next page.
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Group 76B

Double-ring cancel with 
extended bridge 
Inscription: 
AMBULANT or 
BAHNPOST

Date and train number. 
Route number and large 
Swiss cross at base.

Group 
76C

Double-ring cancel with 
extended bridge 
Inscription: 
AMBULANT or 
BAHNPOST

Date and train number. 
Route number and small 
Swiss cross at base.

1870 also saw the introduction of the postal card, with, presumably, an instruction to post office staff to 
apply transit markings to the address side only. This certainly makes it  easier for the collector, when 
searching for the elusive item and/or mounting up for display (i.e. no need to scan the reverse).

To fully research the use of these cancellers and the routes on which they were used, one must first 
obtain copies of the timetables (separate summer and winter schedules) for each year during which the 
cancellers were used, i.e. 1870 – 1910. Route numbers were constantly changed, with few remaining 
the same throughout the period. One known exception is Route 1 Genève-Culoz.

The illustration above shows an example of a 5c postal stationery card carried on route 30 (Rorschach-
Schaffhausen) with straight-line handstamp STEIN and TPO cancel type 76C/10.

At the time when the 'Ambulant' cancellers were introduced, the mail vans carried a box of 'straight-line 
handstamps', one for every place where the train stopped. TPO staff applied the stamp to the mail as it 
boarded the train to : a) indicate the point of acceptance into the postal system (useful if an item had to 
be returned to sender), and b) provide a control for ensuring correct postage.

n.b. A more detailed explanation of these handstamps appears in an earlier issue of the Newsletter - 
December 2007 Pages 89 – 92. (Part three of this article will appear in a future edition - Editor)

A GERMAN POSTAGE DUE ?                                                                                           C. K. KARSTEN

Reference  Bob  Medland's  article  'International  Postage  Due  –  A Headache  without  a  Cure?'  (HPS 
Newsletter September 2010 Pages 71 – 73,75). I  would like to draw your attention to a minor error 
regarding Bob's example of 'Incoming Taxe Perçue' (Fig. 11). In my opinion, this cover has nothing to do 
with 'postage due' issues despite the wording on the cachet applied to it. 

Immediately after World War II there was a shortage of stamps in Germany. To overcome this problem 
the postal authority sometimes applied different cachets to show that postage  had been paid by the 
sender including 'Gebuhr bezahlt',  'Taxe perçue' and 'Port Paye' – the last mostly on Foreign letters 
using two or three different language versions. This practice was particularly common in the French 
Zone  and  Freiburg  which  used  plenty  of  them.  There  is  a  really  good  book  written  about  them – 
'Barfrankaturen after World War II' by Herrn Richter.  One could very well start a collection of them.
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THE HPS's ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING

The Annual Meeting (including the Society's competitions and AGM) will  take place on the weekend 
of 9th - 10th April 2011 at the Old Swan Hotel in Harrogate, Yorkshire  Full details and a booking form are 
enclosed on a separate sheet with this Newsletter. 

Why not make this the year that you make an appearance at this event. You can be sure of an enjoyable 
time and perhaps meet up with some old acquaintances and/or make some new, like-minded friends. 
The entries for the Society's two competitions, the Moore Trophy (for postal history) and the Helvetia 
Silver Cup (for everything else), will be judged there, so now is the time to dig out those 'hidden gems', 
write them up appropriately and let the Society's members share the results of all those years of happy 
collecting ! If you don't want to compete, there are also opportunities to mount a display. 

REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S OCTOBER MEETING                                         DAVID HOPE

'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice' was the title for this meeting and once again it produced a wide 
variety of material. David Hope began with some Bundesfeier items including a special card produced 
for the Basel International Exhibition in 1948. He followed this with further additions to his 'Historical 
Issue 1941' with single value items and a late usage from 1996. David Colman showed 'Sitting Helvetia' 
including proofs, colour trials, various errors and retouches plus Fournier facsimiles and some forgeries. 
Tony Hoyle brought along a number of items he had added to his Swiss library including two books on 
railways.  He also showed the 2010 Pro Patria  badge,  some cancels  from the Jungfraujoch and an 
interesting map of Switzerland. Ian Gilchrist followed this with a number of covers sent by an American 
internee in Switzerland during the Second World War and also the 1998 Switzerland/China miniature 
sheet along with what seemed to be an attempt to forge it. Norton Wragg displayed more Pro Juventute 
used on cover including a postcard to the USA in 1915 which should not have got through as charity 
stamps were not allowed in the international post at that time. He also showed a couple of Ticino ovals 
and some K-cancels. Dennis Cairns displayed the 2010 Day of Aerophilately special cover along with 
some Christmas and New Year postcards, and David Whitworth finished the meeting off with a variety of 
Debt Collection envelopes.

FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY

Northern Group – Saturday 4th December – 'Switzerland 1950 – 2010' – Tony Hoyle and Saturday 8th 

January 'More Sitting Helvetia Perf.' - David Whitworth. Both meetings to be held in Corporation Mill, 
Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope : Tel. 0161 303 
0091. 

Southern Group Fred Hoadley writes : 'Following another enjoyable day at Salisbury in October I’ve 
booked the Cricket Field House Hotel again for our meetings in 2011. It was unanimously agreed by the 
members present that the ‘three meetings a year’ format should continue, so the following dates can 
now be firmly fixed in your diaries for next year :

• 26th February – 'International Offices' - Martin Mantell, plus members' contributions (Martin 
is particularly interested in obtaining information on this subject) ;

• 4th June – 'Definitive Stamps of the 19th and 20th Centuries' - all members ;
• 22nd October – 'My Favourite Stamps', in 9 sheets (or multiples thereof) - all members.

I’m publicising next year’s meetings well in advance in the hope that holidays etc. can be scheduled 
around these dates. I would urge you all to attend if possible, to ensure the continued success of the 
HPS Southern Group. Further details from Fred Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.'

WERNER GATTIKER

The news that Werner of Leo Baresch Ltd. fame is planning his retirement came as a bit of a wake–up 
call. Werner has been a loyal friend of the Society for many, many years and his friendly face has been a 
feature of many of our events. The company's stock and goodwill have been sold to APEX Philatelic 
Auctions. Any unfinished business in the name of Leo Baresch Ltd. will be completed in the next few 
weeks, but it is comforting to know that he plans to serve his loyal clients under his own name, on a 
more relaxed part-time basis, starting immediately. We all hope that he will soon be enjoying the 'full 
fruits of his labours', whilst continuing to provide the occasional valuable advice to our members.
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A PEEK INTO THE PAST

Some interesting extracts from 'The Boy's Own Paper' Volume XLVI of June 1921 :

'This was formerly the period of the year that was known philatelically as the “slack season” – or even as 
the dead season.  Stamp-collecting has,  however,  become so keen a game,  there is  such constant 
alertness  to seize upon any prizes offered,  that  no inducement  really  exists  towards relaxing one's 
vigilance simply because it is summer. Naturally enough, philately being an indoor pastime, it is followed 
most extensively during the winter months. But the dealers tell us that our hobby is now much more of 
an all-the-year-round relaxation than it  was, and certainly he is the wisest collector who during each 
quarter of the year bears in mind the empty spaces of his stamp album, even though the sun is shining 
and the outdoor world invites. Indeed, and though we are no advocates of sharp practice of any kind, it 
should  be  remembered  that  these  are  the  very  months  when  bargains  can  often  be  obtained  by 
negotiating with those who half-heartedly are only seasonal collectors. ….......... Really we ought to have 
noticed the latest set of Swiss “Children's Stamps” long ere this, but they are always so meritorious and 
interesting that no apology is needed for now including them (in this column). Any collection of the best 
new issues of the year, indeed, would be incomplete without the “Pro Juv's.” as they are often termed for 
short. The 5c. shows the Bishop's Staff from the arms of the town of Bâle, with small representations of 
the same in the frame. On the 10c. are the arms of the canton of Glaris (sic.), showing the patron, St. 
Fridolin, with pilgrim's staff and Bible, while in the frame is the famous flower edelweiss. The shield of 
Neuchâtel figures upon the 20c., surrounded by small watches – watch-making being the chief industry. 
As in the past two years, the stamp of highest value shows the Federal Arms, but this time having figures 
of fighting men as supporters, one of whom you may notice, has evidently served as the target for a 
good deal of arrow-shooting. Five or six million of these stamps are sold every year, a record of which 
the Swiss nation may well be proud.'

In the same edition of the 'BOP' Mr Harrod of S.E.14 was offering a 25% reduction on his packet of 35 
Swiss stamps (see below) which worked out at 6 old pence – those were the (between war) days ! 
(Editor)
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CHOCOLATES INSTEAD OF STAMPS !

Translated by Marc Guillon from an article in French by Jean-Bernard Mani in “20 min” 20.10. 2010 :

'Bern – Times change. For its collection, Pro Juventute proposes sweets instead of its postal vignettes.

Pro Juventute is a victim of e-mails and the fall in the number of letters franked with its famous stamps, 
surcharged for the charitable cause.  As their  revenue is falling,  the Foundation for children and the 
young have introduced a novel idea. From 25th October school children will go from door to door with 
chocolates or biscuits which they sell at 5 fr. a piece. This action starts in the cantons of Glaris, Schwytz, 
Zoug, Schaffhouse, Soleure, Appenzell Rhodes-Extérieures, Obwald, Lucerne, Zurich and Berne. In this 
last Canton it is biscuits which are offered. On each “sweet” sold 1fr. goes to the class, 1fr. to the central 
Pro  Juventute  and  the  remaining  3fr.  to  Cantonal  projects.  Despite  all,  the  production  of  stamps 
continues. These stamps are still sold by the Post or direct from Pro Juventute. They can also be printed 
at home in the form of 'web-stamps'. 

N.B. Our former Newsletter Editor, Peter Hobbs, alerted us to this translated article. He thought that the 
'language” split between the Cantons was interesting for the Pro Juventute Foundation. He also raised a 
question for our readers - Swiss Post International now appears to be delivering the PTT's “Focus on 
Stamps” in Great Britain – see the wrapper, if  you receive a copy. He wonders where else they are 
operating ?

CORINPHILA  AUCTION

The next  auction  organised  by the  well-known  firm  Corinphila  Auktionen  AG takes  place  in  Zürich 
between 29th November and 4th December 2010. It includes a specialist sale of over 1,300 auction lots of 
unusual, mainly classic Swiss material (on 3rd/4th December) as well as an extensive range of items 
from Austria, Romania and elsewhere. Items from several 'renowned collections' are included in the sale. 
If anyone would like more information their website is www.corinphila.ch and telephone number - +41-
44-389 91 91. They have sent a complete set of their beautifully produced catalogues for the auction to 
the Society. They will be available for inspection from the Society's Library. 

NEWS FROM AMERICA

The AHP Society's Annual Convention next year will be held on 3rd - 5th June at the NAPEX Stamp Show 
in the town of McLean, Virginia (on the outskirts of Washington DC). Among the events planned will be a 
tour  of  the  Smithsonian  National  Postal  Museum.  The  eighteen  members  who  attended  their  last 
convention in Minneapolis in July 2010 picked up ten awards at the related Minnesota Stamp Expo, 
including several gold, for their Swiss-related displays – a great advert for our branch of philately. 

The September issue of the AHPS's journal 'Tell'  had an extremely interesting and colourful, 5 page 
article on the Swiss National Exhibition held in Zurich in 1939. It focused on the various special flights to 
European capitals and Swiss cantons which were organised to promote the event.

The November 'Tell' included – Harlan F. Stone's 'Switzerland's Only Stationery with Four STO Stamps' ; 
John Barrett's reflections on 'Felix Ganz, 20 Years On' ; George Strubel's memories of exhibiting 'At a 
Swiss Stamp Show' ; Alan Warren's review of the AHPS's publication 'Philately of Switzerland' (including 
details of the content of the accompanying CD-ROM) and a note on the philatelic achievements of Roger 
Heath, who was born in England and is the nominated candidate for the Society's next Vice-President.
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A PLEA FOR HELP

Hugh Thomas, who recently joined our Society, has written to ask how best he can verify Swiss material 
that comes his way. In particular, he recently turned down an 'absolutely beautiful example of the 1881 1 
Fr. Gold Seated Helvetia definitive on granite paper' because he had no way of knowing whether or not 
the 'superb postmark' was genuine. Can anyone help him ? Answers to the Editor please. 

More generally,  he  raises  the question  whether  there should  be more advice  in  the Newsletter  for 
'comparative novices' in our hobby. Some members may think we have too high a proportion of expert 
and/or experienced collectors in our Society to justify using valuable 'column space' in the Newsletter to 
provide basic information on collecting Swiss ? Others may feel that there is definitely a need for a 
'Novices' Corner' or equivalent ? Your views would be very welcome.

There are, of course, a number of published sources of 'introductory information'. As was mentioned in 
the September Newsletter, those relatively fresh to Swiss collecting may well benefit from a perusal of 
the  new book  by  the  American  HPS  'Philately  of  Switzerland'  and  the  PTT  Museum's  publication 
'Philately, A 100 Times' to fully appreciate the full  range of material/themes available to the potential 
collector of Swiss. If you can access the Society's Website there is a veritable encyclopaedia of useful 
information to view, particularly in the earlier editions of our Newsletter, on all  aspects of our hobby. 
Between 1987 and 1989 a long running series of short articles entitled 'A to Z of Swiss Stamps' by 'EJR' 
was published in the Newsletter. Our Webmaster, Fred Hoadley, has also produced some very useful 
introductory information on early stamp issues for the Website – see below.      

Could the more experienced collectors among you suggest what are the key books/articles (available in 
English) which the beginner or relative novice collector should acquire or refer to to build up a good 
basic knowledge of our subject ? Suggestions to the Editor please. 

THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE

Have you had a look at the Society's Website recently on your pc or a computer in your local library ? It 
could be a real eye-opener !

A year ago the Society's Webmaster, Fred Hoadley, reminded us of the range of information that is 
available on the Site, in particular : 

• the indexes of the material in the Society's Library, the articles in past HPS Newsletters (by 
theme) and the titles of all the articles that appeared in The Amateur Collector Ltd.'s house 
organ, the 'Swiss Philatelist', between 1961 and 1986 ; 

• a full set of all Michael Rutherfoord's 'Did You Know ?' articles published in our Newsletter. 
This  totals  451 pages  spanning 37½ years  which  has  taken Fred  some 400 hours  to 
convert to PDF and upload on the Website ;

• introductory information on the Cantonal and some of the early Federal definitive issues in 
the Research section of the website. 

Now, thanks to Fred, there is much more you can discover on the site including : 
• contact addresses of some dealers and auctioneers who specialise in Swiss material and 

philatelic societies of interest  to Swiss collectors ;
• sources of useful information on visiting Switzerland  and Swiss railways ; 
• 'Useful Links' to other related websites such as the PTT Philatelic Bureau (including  back 

issues of 'Focus on Stamps') and a Swiss news service. If you are really interested in what 
is going on in Switzerland you can lose yourself for hours in some of these, believe me ! 

Fred is always looking for input from other Members and ideas to improve the Site, so make it a new 
year's resolution to take a look at it – you'll not regret it.

Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views expressed by the contributors to
 this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society. Goods and services advertised are provided for the benefit of members

 and the Society cannot accept any responsibility for subsequent transactions between buyers and sellers.
 For more information on the Society's services go to its Website – www.swiss-philately.co.uk
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SOCIETY ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2011

SATURDAY 9  TH   AND SUNDAY 10TH APRIL 2011  

THE OLD SWAN HOTEL SWAN ROAD HARROGATE NORTH YORKSHIRE HG1 2SR
PROGRAMME SATURDAY 11.00 A.M.

INTRODUCTION – PRESENTATION “PERFORATED SITTING HELVETIA” by DAVID WHITWORTH.

BUFFET LUNCH – 2.00 P.M. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – CUP COMPETITIONS – SOCIETY DINNER.

PROGRAMME SUNDAY 10.00 A.M.

MEMBERS' DISPLAYS – AUCTION – FAREWELLS ending at approximately 1.00 p.m.

THROUGHOUT THE WEEKEND IAN GILCHRIST OF I G STAMPS WILL HAVE A LARGE SELECTION 
OF HIS STOCK AVAILABLE.

CUP COMPETITIONS - FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 86 OF THE NOVEMBER 2009 NEWSLETTER.

MEMBERS’ DISPLAYS – MEMBERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO DISPLAY AN UNSPECIFIED NUMBER OF 
PAGES. THESE CAN COVER ANY SUBJECT (HIGH BROW OR LOW BROW OR SOMEWHERE IN 

BETWEEN) WHICH THEY WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH THEIR FRIENDS.

THOSE WISHING TO SELL AT THE AUCTION SHOULD BRING A LIST (in duplicate) OF THEIR LOTS 
INDICATING, IF REQUIRED, RESERVE PRICES.

The hotel, situated in the centre of Harrogate, just a mile from the Railway Station, (change at York or Leeds 
for Harrogate) is easily reached via the A1(M) and A661, and offers good food and facilities. It is renowned 
for having housed Agatha Christie when she “disappeared” in 1926 and subsequently featured in the 1977 
film. Parking available on site. Harrogate, notable for its spa facilities, and famous for Betty’s Tearooms, 
boasts a museum, art galleries plus a variety of shops. Close by lie the beautiful Yorkshire Dales and several 
of Yorkshire’s best-known towns are within easy travelling distance. In all an ideal venue for a pleasant and 
relaxing weekend.

A fee of £20.00 per member attending is payable in advance to the Honorary Treasurer to cover the cost of 
refreshments on both  days and a buffet  lunch on the Saturday.  Accommodation on a  Dinner,  Bed and 
Breakfast basis  (book by phoning 0844 8799071 mentioning the Society and quoting reference IGST 
0804011) is available at special rates of £45.00 per person per night (doubles) £65.00 single. Note that the 
cost of the Society Dinner on Saturday evening is included in the D B & B rate for those staying at the hotel. 
For those not booked into the hotel there will be a charge of £25.00 payable to the Treasurer on the day.

ENJOY AND BENEFIT FROM THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADD TO AND SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF 
SWISS PHILATELY WHILST MEETING AND SOCIALISING WITH FELLOW MEMBERS. ADDITIONALLY, 

ATTENDANCE AT THE AGM ENABLES YOUR VOICE TO BE HEARD WITH REGARD TO THE RUNNING 
OF THE SOCIETY.

THOSE MEMBERS AND THEIR PARTNERS WHO HAVE ATTENDED IN PAST YEARS KNOW JUST WHAT 
A PLEASANT WEEKEND THIS IS AND NEWCOMERS ARE ASSURED OF A VERY WARM WELCOME.

.

BOOKING FORM TO BE SENT TO :

NORTON WRAGG 10 MANOR CRESCENT TYTHERINGTON MACCLESFIELD CHESHIRE SK10 2EN.

I wish to attend the Society’s Annual National Meeting and enclose my cheque for £20.00 
payable to Helvetia Philatelic Society.

I (and my partner)…………………………………………….…wish to join the Saturday 
evening Society Dinner.

Name (please print)……………………………………………………………………………..



Helvetia Philatelic Society Subscriptions 2011 

Subscriptions for the society for next year are due on 1st January 2011. The rates are:- 

United Kingdom - £20 Europe - £23 Rest of the world - £25 

Overseas members are requested to pay by Sterling cheque if possible. If you wish to pay directly 
into the society’s bank you may do so but please make all charges payable by the sender and include 
your name in the reference line. You may pay for more than one year’s subscription if you wish. 

Please send remittances to : Norton Wragg, 10 Manor Crescent, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 2EN 

Name…………………………………………………………………………… 

Address…………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

Society Bank Details – Alliance and Leicester Sort Code 72-03-54 Account 143658301 


